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This research examines the numerical solutions to the direct problem of electrical impedance tomography

for two-dimensional and three-dimensional media, taking into count the surface relief on the basis of the integral
equations method. The results of the numerical modeling identify a distortion effect for vertical electrical sounding
curves caused by relief surface and the apparent resistivity function along the relief surface is obtained.
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1. Introduction
Accounting the impact of the surface relief during the

solution of direct problem of electrical prospecting is to-
day’s important issue. Currently, the main methods used
in practice for solving direct and inverse problems are
difference methods (finite differences method and finite
elements method) [1, 2]. Within these methods several
methods of accounting relief influence were developed.

In the method of finite differences two basic algo-
rithms with surface topography observations were devel-
oped [3, 4]. Obviously, all the circuits of the cell which
have a rectangular shape, comprise geometric error in
consideration of the effect of the relief. It is possible to
reduce the error only by increasing the number of cells,
which leads to a significant increase in computational
cost [5].

The finite element method in the addition to the di-
rect problem solution of direct current methods is rapidly
developing [6, 7].

Versatility, flexibility and number of computational ad-
vantages of grid methods defined their widespread appli-
cation in many areas of numerical simulations, and, in
particular, in the methods of direct current. However,
when specifying the model with the relief most of the
cell configurations of the grid somehow repeated the con-
figuration of the relief. This may add some errors in the
solution of both direct and, most importantly, the inverse
problems. Therefore, to control the operation of differ-
ence methods it is appropriate to apply other methods
based on the different ideas and also allows to solve the
direct problems of the resistivity method. The method
of integral equations, which has a simple physical mean-
ing and was well-established during the simulation of
methods of resistivity, was chosen as the part of this
work [8–11].

2. Methods
One way to study the structure of the geo-electric sec-

tion is a vertical electrical sounding method, which can
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be considered as a modification of electrical impedance
tomography. In the method of electrical tomography, the
obtained results (geo-electric section) strongly depend on
the following factors: on geometry of the electrodes’ array
or relative positions of current and receiver electrodes, on
structure of geo-ecologic section or, in other words, dis-
tribution of resistivity (ρ(x, y, z)) and on Earth surface
relief. The last factor complicates the task of solving the
inverse problem of finding the distribution of ρ(x, y, z)
resistivity.

Conducting interpretation without the influence of to-
pography can cause non-existent anomalies on sections.
Thus, taking account of the relief profile of observations
is a rather complicated problem.

There are algorithms of solving direct and inverse prob-
lems of geophysics in the basis of programs of inversion.
Today we know that mostly often used method of solv-
ing direct problems is finite differences and finite element
methods. They are useful for a big amount of practical
aims, but they have several disadvantages [5]. In partic-
ular, these are: low accuracy of field’s first derivatives
computation, and subsequently computations of appar-
ent resistivity, problem of creating the grid, adapted to
complicated form of the boundary of a computation do-
main, problem of producing of artificial boundary condi-
tions on boundaries of computation domain, problem of
singularity, related to the function of the source and to
the form of the relief.

On the other hand, purposes of geophysics have high
requirements on accuracy and speed of field computa-
tions. As an alternative method of solving the direct
problems, satisfying both of these requirements is the
method of integral equations [8, 9]. The idea of this
method is to provide the electric field as a sum of the
primary field (generated by current electrodes, in this
case by one electrode) and the field of secondary charges
(occur when the electric current flows in points of ho-
mogeneity violation of the medium and on the surface of
the medium). Field computation problem is reduced to
the system of integral equations on density of secondary
sources, induced on contact surfaces of conductive media
and on relief surface of the medium.
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3. Mathematical model and formulation
of the problem

We consider the mathematical model of a direct cur-
rent sounding method for medium with constant resistiv-
ity with any relief on the surface. It is known from th
Maxwell equations that the stationary field electrostatic
potential at points in the medium satisfies the differential
Laplace Eq. (1):
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It is required to calculate the apparent resistivity func-

tion along the surface defined by the relation (2):
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where I is current source electrode, K is geometrical fac-
tor of the electrode array.

4. Numerical results

To calculate the field on the relief surface we assigned
some distribution of current density on the surface, which
compensate for it so as to satisfy the physical boundary
condition (3):
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Here, σ is the layer electrical conductivity, and U0 is the
potential of a source electrode. For distribution of cur-
rent densities on the relief surface we used a grid with
a logarithmic expanding scale by radial, adapted to the
position of the source electrode.

We have built the integral equation for distribution of
secondary sources, taking into account the given bound-
ary condition and the Green formula. The following is
the integral Eq. (4) for distribution of secondary sources
at points of M on the medium surface, formed under
the influence of a single point current source, located at
some point on the surface. Under the integrand there cal-
culates the mutual influence of all other sources on the
source of M . From the integral equation it is required to
calculate the current density of secondary source, IS (P ).
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where IS (M) is the current density of secondary source
at point ofM on the surface Γ , E0 (M) is the electric field
from a primary source at this point M , G(P, M) is the
Green function, IS (P ) is the current density of secondary
source at point of P , dSP is the surface area where the
source P is. Equation (4) expresses the physical fact that
at the points ofM of the surface the total current is zero,
except the current source electrode.

In Fig. 1 there is plotted the density of secondary
sources, obtained by solving the integral Eq. (4).

Fig. 1. Solution of the system of integral equations:
the spatial distributions of the secondary charges and
the relief form.

After calculating the distribution of secondary sources,
the values of the potentials on the surface are
calculated (5):
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U0(M) is the potential of a source electrode.
Figure 2 shows the solution of the problem — the ap-

parent resistivity function along the relief surface.

Fig. 2. The apparent resistivity and the relief form.

5. Conclusion
The results of the numerical modeling identified a dis-

tortion effect for curves of vertical electrical sounding
caused by relief surface. The results will encourage in-
crease of work quality and development of computer tech-
nologies used in geophysics. In common, increase of the
quality of interpretation, due to more accurate calcula-
tion of the medium conditions, increases efficiency of geo-
physical researches.
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